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Most surgeons know their last year's income, and probably know their year-to-date 
income. But can they give an exact complication rate for their TPLOs? No, but as experts of their 
own practice they can give an experience-based guess. 
 That is not good enough. Richard Feynman said, "Science is the belief in the ignorance of 
experts." But in practice surgeons are the experts, which means that as scientist they must 
disbelieve our own guessed complication rates. Truth about practice patterns then is data, data 
collected within the practice. 
 The standard EBM definition is personal experience plus best evidence. Most EBM 
papers focus on best evidence. Not this one. This paper refines personal experience. How can we 
make it truly useful? 
  The easiest data to collect is complications plus medical errors, called anarchies. In other 
words an anarchy is every problem that makes an operation not perfect. It is not the sexiest data, 
that being outcome of clinical trials for interventions. Anarchies are overlooked and often under 
appreciated, but they can lengthen an already long day. 
 How to collect complication data? For one thing, don't worry about convoluted 
definitions of a complication. The objective here is to give better estimates of complication rate 
or anarchy rates obtained by simple guesstimating.  The numbers should be meaningful to you, 
not necessarily to other people.  
 Retrospective studies for assessing overall operative complication rates makes for a hard 
computer search because of all the nuanced computer entries for complications and medical 
errors even if they are reported. Assessing operative anarchy rates prospectively is easy. They 
can be done on the back of an envelope. After a complication, keep a tally of complication-free 
cases until the next complication occurs. The distribution of the number of cases before a failure 
follows the Geometric distribution, and gives a predicted run-out until the next failure. That is 
not an anarchy rate; rather it is a way of predicting problems. 
 So, if seven cases passed, followed by a complication or error on the 8th then p= 8/(1+2+ 
... +8) = 0.125, which using the calculator for the probability of a complication within the next X 
cases. Using a geometric distribution calculator at gives about a 50-50 change of a complication 
every five subjects. 
 Another approach is to plot the weekly anarchy rate and follow it like a control chart. 
Over time, the rate should decline. 
 The disadvantage of using personal definitions is that they cannot be compared to other 
surgeon’s complication rates. The advantage of personal definitions is that they are easy to use 
and investigate, and that a surgeon can work to improve their own rates or runouts over time. 
 
www.solvemymath.com/online_math_calculator/statistics/discrete_distributions/geometric/cdf_g
eometric.php 
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